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EDMONDS. Lloyd. — Suddenly on
_18th September. 1994. ag^ 88

Kears. Husband of lean. Father of

lark and Susan, father-in-law of

f Carolyn. Grandfather of Rufus.
Cindy, Zoe. Holly. Chris and Meg.
great grandfather of Gemma.

Will be very sadly missed by all.
Private

Tuesday 27 September 1994

Cremation.

1L0YD EDMONDS may have been the
jlast surviving Australian to fight in
the Spanish Civil War. His son, Mark

Edmonds,said last week;"The family is

■pretty sure that dad was the last."

Edmonds, who died of a stroke

recently aged 88, belonged to a class of
Australian socialists whose ideas were

set early in the century and remained
clad in iron. These men and women of

principle were deeply Marxist and
sometimes members of the Communist

Party, as Edmonds was. They scorned

edmond;

compromise.
It's a paradox that Edmonds, the civil

warrior, was a calm, gentle man, widely
loved, whoise unassuming manner hid a
dedication and passion for justice. It's
4^.

difficult to measure his contribution to
the labor movement in Melbourne. As

the sgcreitary of the Trades Hall Council,
John Halfpenny, pointed out: "We tend
to measure things on the basis of the
nois^ people make or on spectacular
achievements. Lloyd Edmonds'
achievement was that he was spectacu
larly "steady."
,.
• Seventy Australians fought against
the Fascists of General Franco in Spain.
Forty-fo,ur of them, including Edmonds,
joined the International Brigade. He
served with a United States unit for 21

months, driving a truck that took sol
diers into battle and brought out the
wounded.

There were no medals for this, as

there were for other young Australians
who -three years later went to war
against foscism on a grander scale. Mark

Edmonds said his father's m^ legacy
of the Spanish conflict was that he lost
his teeth by contracting gingivitis dur
ing the exodus at the war's end. "He
was there right through to the end,

LLOYD(LEFT)PHOTOGRAPHED IN

Everything In Lloyd Edmonds' early
life had moulded him for Spain. As a
child he was a member of the Victorian
Socialist Party, which conducted a Sun
day school at the comer of Exhibition

and Little Bourke Streets. The songs
were not hymns but songs of working-

class struggle, and the lessons were
Marxian.

. ,A'. 11. Edmonds took part in the two

anti-Conscription campaigns^of World

War I. Accompanying his father, a print
er, he canvassed houses and gave out
how-to-vote csuds.

Edmonds constantly attended meet
ings and protests. He would turn up at
events even when modem Labor people
didn't. He was conspicuous at the 1990
centenary commemoration of the great
seamen's strike, which turned Justice

Higgins into a labor hero. The politi
cians ignored this watershed event of
1890. Only the left of the movement,
including Professor Stuart Macintyre,
seemed to care about one of labor's
most cherished stories.

The week before he died, Edmonds

was at the street protest in Melbourne
against privatisation. The erivironment
also .was his concem. His son, Mark,

thinks he may have been a pioneer
ihember of the Australian.Conservation
Foundation. Certainly he was involved
more than a generation ago in halting
plans to develop Wilsons Promoritqry,
and he was one of the instigators of the.
campaign to restore the geological fea
ture the Organ Pipes, near KeUor.

which he was proud of." Mark said. -

— John Lahey

SPAIN WITH FELLOW AUSTRALIAN
BRIGADER SAM AARONS

EXECUTIVE TRIBUTE
On behalf of all members, we. the Executive of the Melbourne

Branch of the Society for the Study of Labour History record with great
sadness the passing of our long term member and Secretary. Lloyd
Edmonds.

Lloyd served the people - especially working men and women with dedication and devotion even from his school days. -

The range of his interests - his life long fight against war and
oppression - activity in the trade union movement - his work for
conservation and in other areas marked him out as one. who all could

say of him "//e wiis/ru/y ij/ruif ie/iever."

A knowledge of the nature of fascism led .him to Spain and
membership of the Intenialional llrigaJc. along with the select band
of other Aiistmlinns (men and women) IJoyd twk this step at a time
when among oiir so called "leading eiti/.ons" were those who were part
of the disgraccliil appeasement of the Axis diclnlois

We are saddened by the knowledge that in losing him at this time
we have lost (most probably) the last living Australian link with that
courageous band of genuine patriots.

We resolve to seek the good wishes of his family in arranging a
celebration of his life, and thereafter each year our August meeting

shall be known as the Lloyd Edmonds Memorial Meeting r mnd the
theme of human rights - an issue always prominent in Lloyds many
sided activities.

Wc extend our warm sympathy to his wife Jean, children Mark
and Susan, and their families.

Australia is a better place for having had Lloyd as one of its sons

Ilis m«Hlcxtv. his unfailing eourtesy - and deep faith in the labour
inoveinent are .m inspiration to u.s. and 'all who are striving to serve
llic ciiusc lie hcUt so Jciir.
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100 YEARS AGO LAUNCESTON. a deputation of unemployed
waited upon the Minister of Lands at Hol>aTt to-day, and represented that
themselves and their families were starving. If no work was provided

serious consequences would follow. The Minister answered that he had
done the best he could, but Parliament had stayed his hand. He would give
instructions that men should be placed on at road work at once. The rate

of wages would be 4s. a day, and 40 men could l>e taken on.

'The AgeV 8 October 1893.
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.'Your Majesty, my voyage will not onlyforge.a new route to the spices of the
East but also create over three thousand new jobs,'

cartoon from the

"NEW YORKER"

•^RECORDER" is published six times per
YEAR TO REACH MEMBERS ON THE EVE OF

GENERAL MEETINGS.
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UNEMPLOYMENT

WAS THIS OUR FIRST

||gNEA^YASOU)ASTHEH||^

COMMERCIAL CRASH?

This
"Campbell and Co whose English
agent, William Wilson had gone
bankrupt the previous year, was itself
brought down."
"This was a mighty crash for
Robert Campbell was the earliest,
largest and most reputable merchant
the colony had supported."
"The Campbell Co's connexion
with Sydney Cove was originally
established in 1796 and the firm was

an offshoot of a major commercial
organisation in Calcutta."
WERE THESE OUR FIRST

was

the

year

Caroline

Chisholm commenced her work on
behalf of destitute women.
She was later to write:

"A few only were properly
protected, while hundreds were
wandering about Sydney without
friends or protection."
"Great numbers of those
young creatures were thrown out of
work by new arrivals and I received
many ofthem into the 'home' who I
found had slept outfor nights in the
Government Domain - seeking the
sheltered recesses of the rocks,
rather than encounter the dangers of
the streets."

"It was estimated that there

UNEMPLOYED ?

were 600 unemployedfemales

"The depression obviously created
a serious unemployment problem and
it was Macquaries's (then Governor)
policy to meet the ensuing economic
crisis by an extensive policy of roadmaking and public building."

at the time 1commenced."

CONTRIBUTIONS WANTED
We welcome contributions from those interested in writing
about labour histoiy.

Please ring (03)419-4481 (evenings) for details or post
material to:

J. ARROWSMITH(EDITOR)
2/2 KING WILLIAM STREET
FITZROY VIC 3065

The Committee said:
"Your Committee has

ascertained that familiesi/

pages

of this class have been I/living for
"The Government supported about
one-twelth of the population by
providing rations of food and
employment on public works."
/

months passed, on the savings of their
former industry; but these have now all
gone, together with such articles of
fiimiture and wearing apparel as they
could dispense with and dispose of
from time to time for the payment of
house rent and the purchase of the
barest necessities oflife."

"Insolvencies in Sydney in the three
years 1842-44 numbered 600 - 535 221 respectively. In Melboume the
figures were 113 - 124 -45 making a
grand total of 1,638 sequested estates

"The destitution to which they are
now subjected is extreme, and can no

longer be contemplated by any
intelligent person, without feelings of
apprehension and alarm for the
possible consequences."

whose collective debts amounted to

$7 MILLION DOLLARS."
SYi>NnErsr-

A select committee appointed by
the Legislative Council to enquire into
unemployment reported that there
were: # 1,243 UNEMPLOYED
MEN IN THE CITY

* 804 OF THEM HAD
DEPENDANT WIVES

AND 1,701 CHILDREN

The

free

colonists

of Hobart

petitioned the Queen seeking an end to
transportation of convicts. Part of
their argument read:
"That in keeping criminals in large
gangs as at present, they cannot be
benefited or improved but, on the
contrary, become deteriorated - that
from the numbers already sent, their
strongest stimulus to good conduct has
been withdrawn for the free settlers

cannot employ them;that ofthose who

have been given permission to work
for themselves there are already 2,000

unemployed and without chance of
employment."
(Note: Quotes are from "Colonial Australia" documentary history tiy Frank Crowley and "A New
History of Australia" edited by Crowley.)

STARVATION AMONG THE page6
UNEMPLOYED 100 YEARS AGO

"Age" Melbourne
June 22nd 1892
AMONG THE WORKLESS

In scores and scores of families the rooms have

been stripped of everything that makes them
habitable, and the people, living in many cases in a
single room, live on, expiating the dreadful times in
hunger, cold and every king of wretchedness.
In not a few cases the little homes have been left

BITTER SUFFERINGS IN THE SUBURBS

bare, and there are cases where windows have had

to dispose of their clothing even, in order to provide
[By Our Special Reporter]

It is many years since Melbourne and the colony
have been brought face to face with such
widespread distress as exists at the present moment;
and although steps are being taken to provide work
in as many directions as possible for the army of
workless in the city, there are yet no signs that the
iron grip of dire necessity under which some
thousands of unfortunate people have been
struggling for the last few months is relaxing.
On the contrary, privation, want and semistarvation stand gaunt and inflexible as the
prospects to be gloomily faced by hundreds of
sturdy fellows, who cannot, try as they may, get a
day's work; whilst faintly, but with sharp meaning,
may be heard the cry of children and the wailing of
women.

Such a state of affairs as now prevails, one may
be assured, on all sides is unparalleled in the depth
of its pressing severity. From every benevolent or
charitable society the confirmation comes that the

cry of the unemployed is only too genuine and too
real.

The district where the keenest distress is felt are

the suburbs where in prosperous times the working
classes mostly choose to reside; and investigations
in these suburbs reveal many harrowing incidents,
and a generally deplorable state of affairs.
In hundreds of houses men have sold their

furniture article by article and stick by stick in
order to ward off the desperate day that has been
creeping on them steadily for weeks past, when
there should be neither the wherewithal nor any

prospect of providing expectant mouths with bread.

for their children with sustenance.

The case to be inquired into by my conductress
here was a pitiable one, indeed, but not more so, I
was assured, than in many similar ones. The
mother of four children lay in one comer of the
room on a piece of old sacking, and it needed no
second glance to tell that she was desperately ill.
Her pallid face and lack lustre eye were
convincing proof of her condition, whilst a hacking
cough, which she vainly tried to stifle, resounded
through the bare and dirty room. The children, all
of them young, were utterly woe begone and
spiritless.
Even more than the difficulty of obtaining food
- and this presses with iron weight enough on them,
in all conscience - many of the unemployed are
now finding the task of keeping a home over their
heads almost superhuman. Their rents have gone

on gathering in arrears week after week, and with
no prospect of paying the debt or meeting future
obligations. Their landlords are either seizing what
little remains of their household goods or ejecting
them from their tenements.

Out in the streets, or round the Labor Bureau, in

the refuges, or the parks and reserves at night time
even, it is possible for one to hurry away from
misery and destitution, to dismiss as one dismisses
painful and obtrusive thoughts.
The distress is not confined to particular suburbs,
but is unhappily general and widespread, and there
are forlorn and hungry people in St. Kilda and
Toorak as well as in CoIIingwood and South
Melbomiie. But in the two latter suburbs it is most

acute, and in South Melboume especially some of
the scenes that are to be witnessed are painful to the
last degree.

ON JUNE 10th 1931
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A LABOR PRIME MINISTER,
THREE LABOR PREMIERS
AND THREE CONSERVATIVE
PREMIERS DEEPENED

AND PROLONGED
THE GREAT DEPRESSION

THE CONFERENCE DECISIONS
THE PREMIERS DECIDED TO CUT WAGES OF
PUBLIC SERVANTS BY THE SAME AMOUNT

(20%0 AS HAD BEEN DONE IN THE PRIVATE
SECTOR.

PENSIONS AND BONDHOLDERS

INTEREST RATES WERE ALSO REDUCED.

SOME TAXES(DIRECT AND INDIRECT) WERE
INCREASED. THIS SERIOUSLY REDUCED THE
SPENDING POWER OF THE VAST MAJORITY
OF AUSTRALIAN.
A CLASSIC CRISIS OF OVERPRODUCTION
WAS THUS MADE WORSE.

AN ALL-PARTY PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE
APPOINTED IN 1935 TO ENQUIRE IF A 40

HOUR WEEK WOULD BE INTRODUCED IN
VICTORIA HEARD EVIDENCE THAT:

BETWEEN
1929-30
AND
1933-34
INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTIVE EFFICIENCY OF
THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS ROSE BY 18
PER CENT.

(No wonder thousands lost their jobs. Many
of those lucky enough to avoid the sack
were subjected to Inhuman speed-up
tactics.)
PROFITS OF 297 REPRESENTATIVE
COMPANIES ROSE BY 43.4% OVER THE
THREE YEARS 1931-32 TO 1933-34. IN
ITS 1935 REPORT THE COMMITTEE SAID:

"It is the power of ownership and control of
industrial machinery that enables
mechanisation to be used as a wage saving
device, and that this discriminatory

displacement of manual labour in favour of
machine power has had disastrous
consequences to thousands of citizens.'

PAGES

A Federal Election took place on October
12th, 1929.

It was history making. For the only time «ver
the outgoing Prime Minister (S.M. Bruce) lost
his seat, as did four of hfs Ministers.

The Scullin Government sought a temporary
deferment of war debt repayments .
The English authorities decided to obtain

Labor - with Jim Scullin as leader - won 46

of the 75 seats in the House of Representatives.

more 'uformation on the local economy.
They finally persuaded the Scullin Cabinet to

invite a mission from the Bank of England to

Great enthusiasm prevailed.

assess the situation.

About 400 people gathered at Melbourne's
Spencer Street railway station to see the Prime
Minister elect leave to take up qffice in

(the

Canberra.

shooter) the mission arrived in Australia in July

Under the leadership of Sir Otto Niemeyer
Banks

leading

international

trouble-

1930.

As Jim stepped on to the inter-state train they
sang the "Red Hag".
Alas - their high hopes were - dashed.
Desertions and dissension within, the party
destroyed the huge majority.

Within a short space of time they advanced
the view that their was little prospect of a
recovery and that the Australian standard of

living was beyond the capacity of its economy.
There had to be - the mission claimed - a

On
a
motion
of
no-confidence
the
Government was defeated in Parliament and

forced into an early election (November 1931) two years and one month after their great victory.
It was a disaster.

reduction

in

domestic

costs,

increased

productivity and stringent economies in
Government finance - exactly the same
"solution" being put forward for our current ills.
A Premiers Conference (Labor had a 4 to 3
majority) accepted the advice of the mission. A
fierce debate raged. The Federal and State

Labor won only 14 seats.

A.L.P. organisations opposed the plan - as did
the A.C.T.U. leadership.

WHAT WAS THE REASON
FOR THE 1931 DEFEAT 7

The depression was already under-way when

It was the factor that touched off the
divisions within the A.L.P. Caucus in the
Federal Parliament and made life difficult for

the Government was elected.

the Labor Governments in Victoria, South

How to hsindle its terrible effect among the
people was the central issue - as it is today.

Australia and New South Wales.

As we are witnessing now there were
powerful forces calling for cut backs in

Government spending and living standards.
In

London,

bankers

and

others,

were

concerned about the collapse of Australia's credit.

When - on June

10th 1931 - another

Premiers Conference adopted the plan the
divisions of opinion grew to the point of
adoption of the no-confidence motion iand the
defeat in the subsequent election^

.

JOHN CURTIN
OPPOSED

He said:

THE PLAN

"If we cannot implement
our

own

programe,

LIKE TODAY DEBT AND
DEFICITS WERE BIG ISSUES
IN THE DEPRESSION

we

should get out and not
function as dirty-bottle
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THE DEBT DEBATE

CENTRED ROUND INTEREST PAYABLE
ON LOANS RAISED TO HGHT WAR ONE

washers for Lyons."
"If the present plan is the

only alternative to National
collapse, then let the plan
be

directed

THIS WAS THE PICTURE:

(worst years of the depression)
DEBT

1930

and

1931

administrated by its authors

1932
1933

and advocates."

W34

"1 feel that Federal Labor
has been led into the" mud

of a
moral coalition,
involving retraction of all
we have • said, and entire
agreement with all that
money power has
proclaimed."
. "1

could

Nationalist

doing
Labor

tolerate

a

Government

INTEREST PAID"

£289,988,000
£285,378,000
£286,059,000
£283,134,000
£280,148,000

£21,213,000
£18,672,000
£12,193,000
£11,193,000 .
£10,966,000

JUNE 30TH 1939

(two months before WAR TWO broke out)
DEBT

INTEREST PAID

£186,214,000
These

amounts

look

£7,375,000
like

chicken-feed

compared to the high sums we read about today
but in the depression they were a considerable
burden.

SculIin and Co. sought a deferment of the
interest bill but when this was rejected they
opposed the calls for repudiation made from
within the movement.

this thing, but a
Government

that

would become responsible
for legalising coercion on
wages and pensions without
compulsion on bond holders

is

brazenly

Labor Parliamentarians declared the depression to
be the result of the operation of the capitalist
system - something totally absent among todays
Labor men and women.

Moving ahead ON JUNE 30TH 1945
WE STILL OWED

treacherous."

"The proper course is to
resign, rather than stultify
the
movement
dishonoured

Especially in trade-union circles there was
bitter denunciation of "capitalist bond-holders"
bleeding us. Even quite a number of orthodox

and
be
for
a

generation."
Note: It is generally believed that
Scuilin included the 22'/i% reduction in
bond-holders interest rate to blunt

Curtin's criticism.(See "Caucus Crisis"
by Warren Denning)

£170,337,000

on War One and paid out
£6,407,000 in interest for 1944-45
THE SECOND WORLD WAR

WE OWED £1,363,394,000

and paid

£33,323,000 IN INTEREST IN 1944-45

(Figures from Commonwealth Year Books)

UNEMPLOYMENT IN AUSTRALIA
PAGE 10

1929 - 1941
These figures (except for 1933) are from the

UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG UNIONISTS

Commonwealth Year Books.
1934

They are not the full picture as they relate to
reports from trade unions advising of the
number of their members unemployed. They
therefore take no account of the number of

non-unionists or members who may have

resigned from

their union on becoming

-

1935

86,000

20.5%

71,800

16.5%

1936

-

53,900

12.2%

1937

-

41,800

9.3%

1938

-

40,100

8.7%

unemployed.
EIGHT YEARS AFTER THE

11.1%

PREMIERS PLAN

"The proportion of wage earners unemployed in
July 1939, immediately prior to the 1939-45 War,
was estimated at approximately 12Vi%. In July

1929

-

47,300

-

1930

-

84,700

-

193%

1931

-

117,800

-

27.4%

1932

-

120,400

-

29.0%

1941 it was about 4% and by Jime 1943, under
conditions of intensive mobilisation of manpower
for war purposes involuntary unemployment was
practically nil."
Commonwealth Year Book 1951 - page 442

TWO YEARS AFTER THE PLAN.
WHAT THE CENSUS OF 1933 REVEALED.
The following summary of the results from
the

Census

is

taken

from

the

official

DURATION OF UNEMPLOYMENT

publication.
WORKFORCE - 1933

119,700 (24.9%) Said less than 24 weeks

2,099,000

67,800

(14.1%) Up to one year

♦ 170,900 (8.1%)

66,800

(13.9%) Between one and two years

said they were working part-time.
^eluded were those on sustenance or relief work)
♦ 481,000 (22.9%)

87,500 (18.2%) Two to three years
90,900

(18.9%) Three to four years

48,100

(10%)

Over four years

said they were imemployed

This is an appalling situation - 293,000 among those unemployed - 61 in every 100 - had been

out of work for at least one year. 36 in every 100 for between 2 and 4 years and 10 in every
hundred for over four years.

-

Ailif'

THESE WERE YEARS IS WHICH THE WORLD WANTED OUR
EXPORTS AND THE HONE MARKET DOOMED

f
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N

n

1945

• THE WORKFORCE GREW FROM:

2,750,000(1945) TO
5,700,000(1972)

ass

- A107% INCREASE

In
SEEKING OUT THE
RATE .
OF
UNEMPLOYMENT
IN
THESE 27 YEARS I FOUND
DIFFERENT FIGURES FOR

BEWEEN 1947 AND 1960
AUSTRALIA ABSORBED:

1,680,000 MIGRANTS.

SOME YEARS. HOWEVER THIS

SEEMS TO BE A FAIRLY RELIABLE
PICTURE:

THE POPULATION AS A
♦ IN FIVE OF THE YEARS IT

WAS

LESS THAN ONE PERCENT

♦ IN 17 OF THEM IT WAS BETWEEN ONE
AND TWO PERCENT

WHOLE GREW FROM:

7,430,000(1945)TO
13,400,000(1972)
AN 80% INCREASE

♦ ONLY IN FIVE YEARS WAS IT OVER TWO
PERCENT- OVER THREE IN TWO OF THEM
THE SAD FACT WHICH WE WOULD ALL BE WISE TO THINK OVER

1972

- IS THAT THIS FAVOURABLE PERIOD FOR THE WORKFORCE,
WHICH LASTED FOR NEARLY THREE DECADES. CAME ABOUT NOT V.C.A 15/11/93
B.ECAUSE OF A HIGH LEVEL OF WISE DECISIONS BY GOVERNMENTS
BU I OUT OF CONDITIONS CREATED BY THE BLOODIEST AND MOST
DESTRUCTIVE WAR IN HISTORY. SURELY THERE IS A LESSON FOR US ALL
IN THIS.

THE SLIDE DOWNHILL BEGAN IN 1973
PAGE 12

UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFIT IN AUSTRAUA

(FOR YEARS ENDED 30TH JUNE)
COVERING THE PERIOD IN OFFICE OF THE

WHITLAM, FRASER, HAWKE GOVERNMENTS
AVERAGE
NUMBER
ON

YEAR

BENEFIT

EACH WEEK

PERCENTAGE
OF
LABOUR
FORCE

PERCENTAGE
OF THOSE

PERCENTAGE IN
TWO AGE
GROUPS

ON BENEFIT
OVER ONE TO 18 -20
TWO YEARS YEARS

25 TO 44
YEARS

TOTAL

COST OF
BENEFIT
EACH

YEAR

1973

39,580

0.65%

17.9%

20.9%

24.2%

$46.6M

1974

34,148

0.53%

18.0%

19.7%

25.3%

$58.2M

1975

116,603

2.62%

19.3%

22.3%

26.4%

$251.7M

1976

191,723

3.01%

22.9%

22.3%

27.2%

$513.9M

1977

216,856

3.92%

8.8%

22.1%

27.9%

$618.1 M

1978.

265,828

4.48%

11.4%

22.3%

29.3%

$794.1 M

1979

306,200

4.84%

14.3%

23.4%

29.1%

$910.0M

1980

306,300

4.69%

13.2%

24.2%

29.3%

$925.2M

1981

310,000

4.67%

13.2%

23.4%

31.1%

$995.7M

1982

332,000

5.72%

13.4%

22.4%

33.2%

31,224.3M

1983

540,198

9.10%

14.5%

20.0%

37.2%

$2.249.0M

1984

619,600

8.20%

21.7%

"19.9%

37.2%

$2,912.3M

1985

581,720

7.70%

16.6%

19.4%

37.8%

$2,983.6M

1986

559,237

7.60%

16.3%

18.8%

38.6%

$3,122.1 M

1987

574,385

7.10%

16.2%

18.2%

39.5%

$3,453.8M

1988

502,514

6.00%

17.1%

16.5%

42.5% ■

$3,374.9M

1989

429,350

4.80%

16.6%

15.6%

43.1%

$3,135.7M

1990

385,014

5.10%

12.4%

16.4%

43.1%

$3.067.8M

1991

535,947

8.00%

14.4%

17.0%

43.5%

$4,561.4M

FROM AN ANNUAL PUBUCATION PRODUCED BY THE
STATISTICAL SERVICES AND ANALYSIS BRANCH OF
THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY

(THIS PUBLICATION CEASED 1991 - A VICTIM OF STAFF AND FUNDING CUTS)

^'THE PEOPLES MAN" by des shiel
PAGE 1;

WILL BE LAUNCHED IN DECEMBER
Ths Saottish Chartist, stmanascn Charles Jardine Den vas the picreer lah-^n; figure
of Australian parliaments. In 1859, standing cn a woddng-cLass platfonn, ha vas elected
the triuijiBnt Legislative Assanhly of Victoria member for Cbllingvcod. In 1066, tbcusands

lined the streets of Melbourne in tribute after his praiature death fran tuberculosis. His
public life tad been tuiuLtous.

//

CHARLES

J.4.RDINE

DON-

(THE FIRST TRADESMAN ELECTED TO AN AUSTRALIAN PARLIAMENT)
Itst- gold- ru^ Victoria vas in oonsiderable flux. Its populaticn ted es^oded,
its ecnnaiy ves unstable, and various inta?est gro^s fou^ic deqsrately to establish or
ocnsolidate their power in an evolving society.

Den vas the only woridr^-class parliamentarian in the reform group ttet ctellenged
the oonsenative alliannp of the vpper bourgeoise and the landed classes. Ife also .spearheaded
an extra • parliamantary group of jassicnate nraal fcicoe Chartists, vho, for the first time,

btou^ the issue of class before huge Melbourne rallies vdth fiery rhetoric ttet cxitraged
ocnservative fcxoes. He vas accused of unlea^iing King Mob, but he naintained the working class
merely vented a'fair go ' society vhere old world class divisions would be obliterated.

Manaitcus events cxnpieri him. Ohe outrage pcovckBd ty the E&rliaiEnt Hxee'riot'

ewer larel tefoTO, the aoajsatdoB a^iiBt him of pai±LanEntary oxrifticn, the striJces of the PAGE 14
stcneHBScns agpinst ttie railv^ ocutractacs, electoral onmipHnn as the oaft»n>atives
to stem the refionn thrust.machiavellian intrigues of the CbllingHDod viiaeler- dealers, ato

the paj^ of members batQe vere seme . As v«ll,- there ves the gr^t Ei^ fturs crusafe vtere
toi spoke of how the vodoran'hnlds the houses, aye, and the cloud capped towers arxl
gorgeous palaces
he goes hare to live, rather, sle^ in tte Irui flats of OoUingwocd
and Richnmd'.
MELBOUBNE

PUNCH

FEBRUARY 16th 1860
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OOLLINGWOOD
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DON

A» lie will eppcer when exectttlaj hlf ihnal of drirlnj the S^tuittm Into the Miimiy

Yet Dan and hiis brethren have reoeived little recognition in labour histcxy. Their

mowarent did net have the discipline that came vdth the fcaaiHtion of the AuBtxalian T.qinr ituiy

thirty years later, but they did take the first feltering steps towards achieving a working
class vdos in the parliament.

Theirs ves the first, though unsuooessful ctallenge to the entrenched power structures
of Victorian society. Their mcvemart is woctiy ctf recrguticn if only to understand v4y ife"
subsequent labour mcxerent has not been able to realise the ideals of those pdoreess,

Mr: ■. . The People's ten hy Des ^el vdll be published in Decaitec. A pccqpertns is available from
the publisher, Garrawaiibi Press, 630 Queensberry Gt., Worth Mslboume, 3051.
Eax. (03) 326 6702. Tfei. 03 489 5259.

